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Global geo-engineering programs have been ripping the climate system
apart for over 60 years, with an all out ramp up of the programs in the last
decade and a half. Unfortunately, as of 2013, the biosphere is unraveling and
the geo-engineers are fueling the ﬁre. Although there are countless sources
of damage to the climate system, global geo-engineering should be considered the single greatest destructive factor of all.
What is geo-engineering? Aboutthesky.com states, “Geo-engineering is
deﬁned as the large-scale manipulation of the earth’s environment to suit human needs and ‘promote habitability.’ Once a controversial ﬁeld, scientists
around the world are now recruited and paid to develop methods
of geo-interference to affect our
climate and topography in the effort to mitigate the current ‘global
warming crisis.’”
The mainstream media and
its funders would have us believe
that our planet needs to be cooled
because the CO2 they claim we
have been so carelessly creating
by burning fossil fuels is warming the planet and destroying the
protective layer of ozone above
us. Therefore, although the United Nations banned weather operations for purposes of warfare
in 1978, worldwide programs
experimenting with the creation
and manipulation of man-made “cirrus clouds” have been ongoing, with the
supposed purpose of combating “climate change.”
In an interview on May 23, 2006, on KNBC Channel 4 news, with Department of Energy (DOE) scientist Gregory Benford, Paul Moyer remarked:
“It’s called geo-engineering. Fighting global warming by putting a chemical
dust in the atmosphere.”
Benford replied, “You’ve got to ... engineer all these, so you get the right
kind of clouds, with the effects we want. You could use barium oxide, which
makes big ﬂuffy clouds. You could use tiny little bits of aluminum, which is
benign in the environment, and essentially manage the climate.”
Except, aluminum isn’t benign in the environment. It is as much a poison
to plants as it is to people. Because of poor crop yield in heavily sprayed areas like California, Monsanto is even attempting to geo-engineer aluminumtolerant crops. In many regions, whole forests are in steep decline.
Soil and drinking water samples all over the country are recording aluminum and barium readings at highly toxic levels – off the charts. Residents
of Arizona and Northern California have paid for laboratory testing of environmental samples and are now approaching local ofﬁcials with the results.
If acknowledged at all, they are told that experiments with deﬂecting sunlight are to our beneﬁt. They are told that the “global dimming”
phenomenon, now being admitted to by NASA as a consequence of the haze
layers formed by what it calls “persistent jet contrails,” will serve to cool
the planet.
But actually, surrounding the earth with reﬂective metals is the equivalent of covering a baking potato with tin foil. The polymer ﬁbers also con-
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tained in the aerosols trap heat and seal it in. They also trap atmospheric
moisture, preventing rain.
The question we might ask is, “Are scientists playing with the weather
ostensibly to help us, when the real plan is to create or exacerbate ‘global
warming’ so that we will then beg for a man-made way out of what looks like
unstoppable ‘climate change’?”
So, how bad can it get? Just when it seemed the negative news surrounding global geo-engineering could not get any worse, it is. We have known for
some time that the UV levels were getting rapidly worse due to the ongoing
atmospheric spraying. Anyone that is even slightly awake and aware has noticed that the sun feels incredibly intense on the skin. Most varieties of plant
life are showing signs of stress in most areas of the country. And it’s getting
worse by the day.
Although extreme drought and toxic rains - due in large part to the heavy
metal fallout from geo-engineering - are taking their toll, recent metering of
UV levels in Northern California indicate that there is an element in this die
off that is far worse than we had realized, an incomprehensibly high level of
UV radiation.
On top of that, the geoengineers threw everything they
had at the Arctic in late July. The
cooling anomaly they created and
which the media hyped up, has
now totally imploded. The damage done from decades of playing
God with the weather cannot be
undone and will only be made exponentially worse the more they
try to hide it with ever increasing
geo-engineering assaults. All their
manipulation and spraying may
have created a short term cooling
at the cost of a much worsened
situation overall. Now we see the
results, the Arctic ice implosion is
in uncharted territory. The melt
rate is virtually in “free fall”. It is very likely we will have an “ice free” Arctic this year or next. And the media is completely ignoring this issue in spite
of the extremely dire ramiﬁcations for all life on earth.
As the ice goes, the Arctic’s methane hydrate deposits are completely
letting loose. Methane is now acidifying the oceans and saturating the atmosphere. The ozone layer is being decimated, and the toxic fallout from the
spraying continues to poison all life on earth day in and day out.
The worst part of this is the funding for geo-engineering comes from annual defense spending bills and elected ofﬁcials are deliberately kept in the
dark on projects conducted by defense intelligence agencies. The Pentagon
hires private contractors and corporations to assist with the spraying of these
chemicals, so there is absolutely no oversight from congress. The CIA and
NASA are now backing the National Academy of Sciences in regards to geoengineering projects.
It’s up to all of us to help bring this critical issue to light. Get up to speed
on the facts, arm yourself with credible data, and help us get the word out.
Useful tools for dissemination of information include the
documentaries:
What in the World are they Spraying and Why in the World are they Spraying, available from Geoengineeringwatch.org/ads/
Fact Sheet post cards available from Aboutthesky.com/messaging-tools.

